-The distribution of intermarker interval lengths across the 95 primary lamprey LGs. Note that only 1.9% of intermarker intervals are ≥10cM and <0.5% are ≥20cM. Precise marker positions are provided in Table S1 . Figure S3 -The distribution of conserved syntenic genes in lamprey and human genomes. The size of each circle is proportional to the number of orthologous genes located on the corresponding lamprey LG and human chromosome. The color of each circle represents the degree to which the number of observed orthologs deviates from null expectations under a uniform distribution across an identical number of LGs and chromosomes and genes per LG and chromosome. Shaded regions of the plot designate homology groups that correspond to presumptive ancestral chromosomes, marked A -M. The presumptive ancestral Hox-bearing chromosome is labeled "E". The ordering of lamprey LGs along the y-axis is provided in Table S4 . Figure S4 -The distribution of all presumptive orthologs in lamprey and chicken genomes. Each point corresponds to the relative location of an ortholog in the lamprey and chicken genome. The ordering of lamprey LGs along the y-axis is provided in Table S4 . Table S1 -The lamprey linkage map and anchored scaffolds from the lamprey genome assembly. (Uploaded Separately) 
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